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Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control With
Robustness Against Communication

Delay: An Approach in the
Space Domain

Yu Zhang , Yu Bai, Meng Wang , Member, IEEE, and Jia Hu , Member, IEEE

Abstract— In this research, an optimal control-based
Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Control (CACC) system is
proposed. The proposed system is able to enforce a target time
gap between platoon members and is formulated in the space
domain instead of the time domain which is adopted by most
optimal control-based CACC systems in the past. By having
this change, its robustness against communication failure is
greatly improved and thus minimum safety headway buffer is
reduced which leads to better mobility. In addition, third-order
vehicle dynamics are modeled into the proposed control in order
to improve control precision when implemented in the field.
Local stability and string stability are theoretically proven. The
proposed system is evaluated by simulation. Results reveal that
the proposed CACC system outperforms the state-of-the-art H∞
synthesis-based controller and linear feedback-based controller.
The benefit of fuel consumption reduction ranges from 0.35%
to 16.11%, while the benefit of CO2 emission ranges from
0.48% to 12.40%. Furthermore, the proposed CACC improves
local stability from 11.03% to 25.90%, and string stability by
up to 23.82%. The computation speed of the proposed method
is 1.26 ms (with prediction horizon as 1.5 s and resolution as
0.1 s) on a regular laptop which indicates the proposed system’s
potential to be applied in real-time.

Index Terms— Communication delay, cooperative adaptive
cruise control (CACC), local stability, space domain, string
stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

COOPERATIVE ADAPTIVE Cruise Control (CACC)
[1]–[5] is one of the most important cooperative

automation applications. It is able to shorten the distance
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between vehicles and stabilize a platoon of vehicles and thus
improves transportation safety [2], fuel efficiency [6] and
mobility [7]–[9].

Research on CACC mainly focuses on three aspects –
decision making, communication topology, and control design.
The research on decision making deals with string forma-
tion/dissolution and vehicle join/leave strategies [10], [11].
Communication topology design explores the influence of
information flow topology on the performance of CACC sys-
tems [12]–[14]. Typical types of information flow topologies
include predecessor following (PF), predecessor-leader fol-
lowing (PLF) and bidirectional (BD), among which the most
commonly used topology is predecessor following (PF) [1],
[5], [15], where the ego vehicle receives information only from
its front vehicle. Finally, works on control design focus on
enabling technologies that realize platooning [2], [16]–[22].

In terms of control design, CACC system generally falls
into two categories – feedback-based design [2], [17], [18]
and optimal control-based design [19], [20]. Feedback-based
CACC adjusts ego vehicle’s acceleration to meet a desired
state (headway, time gap, etc.); while optimal control-based
CACC, on the other hand, aims to achieve a certain goal
(comfort, fuel efficiency, etc.) over its optimization horizon.
feedback-based control is currently the most prevailing way
of realizing CACC, as it is reliable and has been adopted
in many other types of control systems. However, due to
the complexity of vehicle dynamics, tuning feedback gains
of CACC systems that ensure string stability over the entire
speed spectrum is quite time consuming and sometimes not
feasible at all. Furthermore, to guarantee string stability, con-
ventional feedback-based CACC systems generally requires
a minimum headway [15], [17], which compromise the ben-
efit of throughput enhancement of CACC systems. Optimal
control-based CACC does not have this problem, but was held
back by its demand on computing power in the past. With
the advancement of onboard computers and Electrical Control
Unit (ECU), optimal control-based CACC that is compatible
with the real-time application is now made possible.

Existing optimal control-based CACC systems are for-
mulated in the time domain with variables being func-
tions of time [15], [17]–[20], [23]–[26]. However, the time
domain-based method is not always well suited for all cir-
cumstances. For instance, it is difficult to properly control
a CACC platoon in curve roads if the platoon is controlled
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by time domain-based methods. For a CACC platoon, vehi-
cles should share the same/similar lateral maneuver at the
same longitudinal location. If the time domain-based method
is applied, however, consecutive vehicles would take the
same/similar longitudinal maneuver at the same time instant.
Thus, the lateral and longitudinal maneuver of the platoon
would be discordant (consider the situation that the leader of
a platoon has already passed the curve and is accelerating,
then the rest of the platoon would pass the curve with high
speed). So, the platoon controlled by time domain-based meth-
ods could not properly make through curve roads. Another
example is platooning on rolling terrain. In the case that
one vehicle is going downhill and the other uphill, if time
domain-based methods are applied, the two vehicles would
share the same/similar speed and acceleration at the same
time. Due to gravity, it would waste too much fuel for the
following vehicle. Worst case is when the following vehicle is
a truck, enforcing the same speed might not even be feasible
depending on the slope. There do exist works which take
slope information into account to realize eco-driving [27], [28].
However, the mutual influence between slope profile and speed
trajectory in the time domain seriously influence the efficiency
of the solution. There are even chance that the solution will not
converge. Another drawback of time domain-based methods is
that they heavily rely on the quality of communication. Since
time domain-based methods require current information, if its
input is not received in real-time, controller function may be
impaired. Packet loss [29] and communication delay [30] have
been found greatly impacting the stability and safety of CACC
platoon. Even though methods proposed to deal with commu-
nication delay can enable CACC function properly [31], these
methods all confront the problem that the performance of the
CACC system is heavily influenced by communication delay.

All the aforementioned shortcomings of time domain-based
methods can be overcome by spaced domain-based methods,
which formulate and solve problems with all variables as
functions of longitudinal position, instead of time. When an
optimal controller is formulated in the space domain, it is
feasible to enforce the same maneuver across different vehicles
at the same location. Hence, CACC platoon would be able
to make through curve/hilly roads. Moreover, in the space
domain, the mutual influence of slope/curve profile and speed
trajectory are de-coupled (speed trajectory will no longer influ-
ence slope/curve profile any more), which will greatly ease the
problem solution. In addition, the input of space domain-based
methods is the status of the preceding vehicle when it was at
the ego vehicle’s location and beyond (i.e. past status, rather
than the current status). Since the input is past information
and not time-sensitive, space domain-based methods are robust
against packet loss and communication delay. Furthermore,
space domain-based methods reduce formulation complexity.
Taking eco-CACC as an example, when formulating in the
time domain, the objective function has to include a mobility
term on top of a fuel consumption term, otherwise, the optimal
control would be standing still at all time (thus zero fuel
consumption) [28]. This design not only increases the com-
plexity of the optimization problem, but also casts potential
doubt on the relative weighting between two terms. This does

Fig. 1. CACC platoon.

not happen with space domain-based methods where only a
fuel consumption term is needed. By default, the optimization
objective becomes reducing fuel consumption over a given
distance, rather than a time period. It is the textbook definition
of fuel efficiency.

In summary, space-domain based methods simplify the
incorporation of road curve/slope information into decision
making and control process, thus enabling coordinated lat-
eral/longitudinal control and facilitating eco-driving. In addi-
tion, past driving information of surrounding vehicles can
be utilized in the space-domain design, which helps to
improve robustness against communication loss. Therefore,
this research focuses on developing a CACC system in the
space domain. The main logic behind the system is to facilitate
the host vehicle to learn from the preceding vehicle’s past
driving behavior, rather than the current one. The problem
is formulated and solved by resorting to an optimal control
method. The proposed system bears the following features:

• Enforcing a constant time gap between platoon members;
• Ensuring string stability with any time gap greater than

the communication delay;
• Robust against packet loss and communication delay;
• Improved control precision by taking engine dynamics

into account;
• Ensuring local stability and string stability.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents the control logic and problem formulation. Section III
provides the solution method. Section IV gives the pseudocode
for the implementation of the system. Section V proves the
local stability and string stability. Section VI verifies the
performance of the proposed system. Section VII discusses the
pros and cons of the proposed system. Section VIII remarks
the paper and introduces future plan.

II. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this section, the control logic and problem formulation
of the proposed CACC system is presented.

A. Control Logic and Communication Topology

The control object is a fleet of CACC vehicles, as shown
in figure 1. The communication topology of interest is
predecessor-following. The ego vehicle collects the preceding
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Fig. 2. Time-space diagram of vehicles’ motion.

vehicle’s status via V2V communication and obtains headway
using radar. These collected data are then stored in a database.
The data will be retrieved later and used as the control input.
PF topology is adopted in this work. However, the proposed
method can be easily adapted to accommodate other communi-
cation topologies such as predecessor-leader following (PLF).
The problem is formulated in the space domain. The goal of
the controller is to regulate a target time headway between
platoon team members. Receding horizon control framework
is adopted. In other words, at each update step, an optimal
control problem is solved with only the first command in the
solution being actuated.

B. Problem Formulation

To facilitate further discussion, definitions and notations are
introduced here. The preceding vehicle is indexed as i −1 and
the ego vehicle indexed as i , as shown in figure 1 and figure 2.
In this paper, a vehicle’s location refers to the position of its
front bumper. In figure 2, The dashed line is the trajectory
of the preceding vehicle; the dotted line is the trajectory of
the phantom vehicle, which is defined below; the solid line
depicts the trajectory of the ego vehicle. At time instant t1,
ego vehicle is at s1 and phantom vehicle is at s2. Phantom
vehicle passes s1 at time instant t0.

Definition 1 (Phantom Vehicle): Phantom vehicle is an
imaginary vehicle that keeps a constant distance away from the
preceding vehicle. The bumper to bumper distance between the
two vehicles is the summation of vehicle length and standstill
distance. The phantom vehicle is introduced to simplify for-
mulation. The standstill distance is a safety buffer to prepare
the platoon for extreme conditions.

Definition 2 (Slowness): slowness [32] is the the change of
time per unit distance, as a function of longitudinal position,
denoted by w, w(s) = dt/ds.

Definition 3 (Moderation): moderation is the change of
slowness per unit distance, as a function of longitudinal
position, denoted by b, b(s) = dw/ds.

Definition 4 (Derk): derk is the change of moderation
per unit distance, as a function of longitudinal position,
derk(s) = db/ds.

TABLE I

VARIABLES IN THE SPACE DOMAIN AND THE TIME DOMAIN

TABLE II

RELATIONS OF PHYSICAL QUANTITIES IN THE SPACE

DOMAIN AND THE TIME DOMAIN

For clarity of the variables defined, the variables in the space
domain and its corresponding variables in the time domain are
listed in TABLE I.

With the definitions of these variables, the relations between
variables in the time domain and space domain could be
derived, as listed in TABLE II. The proof of the relations
is included in Appendix A.

The following details the formulation of the proposed
CACC system. From this point on, variables v, a, jerk, h are
functions of time, while x, w, b, derk, g, L are functions of
longitudinal position. We omit the argument in these variables
when no ambiguity occurs.

1) State and Control: The state vector and control are as
follows.

x = �
gi − g∗ wi − wphantom bi

�T ; (1)

u = ae. (2)

where x is the state vector; gi is the time gap between the
ego vehicle and the phantom vehicle; g∗ is the desired time
gap; wi is the slowness of the ego vehicle; wphantom is the
slowness of the phantom vehicle; bi is the moderation of ego
vehicle; u is the control; ae is the acceleration command put
on the actuation system of the vehicle (also interpreted as the
expected acceleration).

2) Cost: The objective is to find the control that minimizes
the cost

min
ũ

J (s1, x(s1) |ũ ) =
s2�

s=s1

L(x, u, s)ds + M(x(s2), s2), (3)

where ũ is the control sequence (with the control of each time
instant combined together); J is the total cost; L is the running
cost; M is the terminal cost.
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In this study, the running cost is formulated in quadratic
form and terminal cost as zero.

L(x, u, s) = 1

2
xT βx, (4)

M(x(s2), s2) = 0, (5)

where β is diagonal matrix with β1, β2, and β3 as diagonal
entries. β1, β2, and β3 are constant positive numbers. In this
study, the terminal cost is set to zero since CACC is cruise
control. This control aims to regulate the status of a vehicle
during a journey. To put constraints on a vehicle’s terminal
state brings limited additional benefit while harming the con-
troller’s efficiency. This understanding is also shared by other
studies on CACC optimal control [33].

By adopting this cost function form, it implies that the
control rationale is to have the ego vehicle and phantom
vehicle share the same speed at the same location. That is,

vi (s) = vphantom(s) (6)

Proposition 1: If the ego vehicle and phantom vehicle
keeping the same speed in segment [s1, s2], then ego vehicle’s
time gap keep constant in this segment.

Proof: As the ego vehicle has the same motion as the
phantom vehicle, the travel time of both vehicles covering the
segment [s1, s](s ∈ [s1, s2]) equal,

ti (s) − ti (s1) = tphantom(s) − tphantom(s1), s ∈ [s1, s2], (7)

where tphantom(s1) and tphantom(s) are respectively the time
instant when the phantom vehicle passes s1 and s. The
equation above directly leads to

ti (s) − tphantom(s) = ti (s1) − tphantom(s1), s ∈ [s1, s2], (8)

which means that the time gap is the same in [s1, s2]. �
Notice that if ego vehicle is with desired time gap at s1, then

the equation above is exactly the objective of the constant time
gap CACC. The motion of the phantom vehicle in the segment
of [s1, s2] is the past driving information, which could be
obtained by the ego vehicle and then stored in a database. The
implication of the discussion above is that past information,
which is rarely taken into consideration in previous works,
is helpful to construct a constant time gap CACC system.

3) Constraints: The constraints are as follows.

−amax

v3 ≤ bi ≤ −amin

v3 ; (9)

wi ≥ 1

vmax
; (10)

gi > gsafe. (11)

where amin and amax are respectively the minimum and max-
imum acceleration the ego vehicle can carry out; vmax is the
maximum speed; gsafe is a constant safe time gap. Among
the three constraints, the first and second one are respectively
transformed from the constraints on acceleration range and
speed range in the time domain, while the last one is for safety
consideration.

4) Dynamics: The first order inertia of the vehicle engine
is taken into consideration. For convenience, the model of
first-order inertia in the space domain is first given, based on
which system dynamics of the proposed CACC is obtained.

Proposition 2: First order inertia in the space domain can
be modelled as:

derk = 3b2

w
+ be − b

τ/w
, (12)

where be is the moderation command (corresponding to ae in
the time domain); τ is time constant which represents engine
dynamics.

Proof: first-order inertial [17] in the time domain is
generally modelled as

jerk = ae − a

τ
. (13)

Based on the relations listed in table II, it could be derived
that

3b2

w5 − derk

w4 = 1

τ

�−be

w3 − −b

w3 .

�
(14)

This equation above directly leads to proposition 2. �
The first order derivatives of the three entries in state vector

are

d(gi − g∗)
ds

= dgi

ds
= wi − wphantom; (15)

d(wi − wphantom)

ds
= bi − bphantom; (16)

dbi

ds
= derki . (17)

By denoting that

r = be + 3b2
i

w2
i

∗ τ, (18)

and approximating the dynamic of derk as

derki = ḃi = r − bi

τ/wi
≈ r − bi

τ/wphantom
, (19)

the dynamic function then can be formulated as

f = Px ≈ Ax + Br + Cbphantom, (20)

with

A =
⎡⎣ 0 1 0

0 0 1
0 0 −wphantom/τ

⎤⎦ ; (21)

B =
⎡⎣ 0

0
wphantom/τ

⎤⎦ ; (22)

C =
⎡⎣ 0

−1
0

⎤⎦ , (23)

where bphantom is the moderation of phantom vehicle.
Equation (19) is based on the observation that the control

objective is to draw the ego vehicle’s speed to that of the
phantom vehicle, as shown in section II-A. As slowness is the
reciprocal of speed (see table II), the two vehicles’ slowness at
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the same location is basically the same, wi = wbphantom . With
this approximation, the system then can be regarded as a lin-
ear position-invariant system (similar to linear time-invariant
system in the time domain), as the matrices A, B, and C are
all independent with x and r .

Algorithm 1 Solution for the Optimal Control Problem
Input: initial state x(s1), preceding vehicle’s trajectory �s1 ,

�1, · · · , �s2 , cost preference β, time constant τ � See
figure 3 for explanation of preceding vehicle’s trajectory

Output: control u(k) and state x(k) of each control step
Discretization

1: set total control steps W=count(�s1,�1, · · · ,�s2) − 1
2: Compute the discrete dynamics Ak=I + A�sk , Bk=B�sk ,

Ck=Cbk�sk , βk=β�sk � See figure 3 for definition
of �sk

Initialization
3: Set QW =βk , DW =0, and EW =0
4: Set �QW =QW , �DW =DW , and �EW =EW

Backward compute concomitant matrices
5: for k in {W − 1, · · · , 1} do
6: Pk := (BT

k
�Qk+1Bk)

−1

7: Gk := −PkBT
k
�Qk+1Ak

8: Hk := −PkBT
k (�Qk+1Ck + �Dk+1)

9: Sk := Ak + BkGk

10: Tk := BkHk + Ck

11: Q̃k := ST
k
�Qk+1Sk + βk

12: D̃k := ST
k
�Qk+1Tk + ST

k
�Dk+1

13: Ẽk := 1
2 TT

k
�Qk+1Tk + TT

k Dk+1 + �Ek+1
14: end for

Forward compute control and state
15: for k in {0, · · · , W − 1} do
16: compute r : r(k) = Gkx(k) + Hk

17: compute the next state: x(k + 1) = Skx(k) + Tk

18: if the any constraint on the next state activates then
19: set the acceleration at the next state as the maximum

feasible acceleration afeasible
20: set the next acceleration ai (k + 1) =

min[max(amin, afeasible), amax]
21: compute the control � See equation (24)
22: compute r(k) � See equation (18)
23: x(k + 1) = Akx(k) + Bkr(k) + Ck

24: else
25: compute the control � See equation (25)
26: end if
27: end for

III. SOLUTION

This section gives the solution to the optimal control
problem formulated in section II-B. This solution, as shown
in algorithm 1, was previously proposed by this research
team [34]. The idea is inspired by dynamic programming and
proved to be of local quadratic convergence. The algorithm
first discretizes the proposed continuous problem, with total
control steps equal to the number of data collected. After that,
the costs of each time instant are accumulated backward by

Fig. 3. Data Collection.

computing concomitant matrices. At last the optimal control
and the optimal state are forward computed.

The constraints on slowness and time gap are explicitly
handled by rectifying the acceleration to be the maximum
feasible acceleration. Then the constraints on acceleration
are handled by adopting minimum acceleration or maximum
acceleration. With any constraints activated, the control is
rectified to be

u(k) = τ

wi�sk
[ai(k + 1) − ai (k)] + ai (k), (24)

where k is the control step index. The equation above guar-
antees that the acceleration of the next state will be feasible.

With no constraints activated, the control law is

u(k) = −
�

r(k) − 3b2
i

w2
i

× τ


/w3

i , (25)

which is derived directly from equation (18)

IV. PSEUDO CODE

The pseudo code of the proposed control method is given
in pseudocode 1. The pseudo code consists of four parts:
data collection, trajectory planning, database management, and
actuation.

A. Data Collection

The data collected are in the time domain (h, vi−1, ai−1),
as it is the most prevailing way to gather data. Data are
retrieved every �t seconds, as shown in figure 3. This mech-
anism can be easily realized by adding a timer to the system.
The collected data is first stored into the ego vehicle’s database
and then converted into the variables in the space domain.
Preceding vehicle’s motion at s1 and s2 are then interpolated.
It needs to be noted that when converting the variables from
the time domain into the space domain, the object of interest
also changes from the preceding vehicle to the phantom
vehicle.

Even though, in the current setting, the solution method
shall use input data in the time domain, the solution could be
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Pseudocode 1 Solution for the Proposed CACC
Input: desired time gap g∗, cost preference β, vehicle length

L, standstill distance sstandstill
Output: control ae

1: repeat
Data collection

2: collect preceding vehicle’s motion at each time instant
(hi , vi−1, ai−1, t)

3: store the collected information into database
4: retrieve the data �0, �1, · · · , �k−1, �k , · · · from the

database � See figure 3
5: transform the retrieved data into the space domain

(wi−1, bi−1, s) � See section II-B
6: compute the phantom vehicle’s trajectory

(wphantom, bphantom, s) by shifting the preceding
vehicle’s trajectory upstream by L + sstandstill

7: Interpolate the phantom vehicle’s motion at s1 and s2,
that is �s1 = (wphantom, bphantom, s1) and �s2 =
(wphantom, bphantom, s2)
Trajectory planning

8: set gi (s1) =
s2�

s=s1

wphantom(s) × �sk

9: set initial state x(s1) =�
gi(s1) − g∗ wi (s1) − wphantom(s1) bi(s1)

�T

10: planning the trajectory � See algorithm 1
Database management

11: for all entries (hi , vi−1, ai−1, t) in database do
12: if time stamp of this entry and the next entry are

both less than t0 then
13: delete this entry
14: end if
15: end for

Actuation
16: ego vehicle actuates the first of the computed control
17: until End

easily modified to handle with the case of data collection in
the space domain by omitting the step 5 in the solution. Using
input data in the time domain is actually an upgrade, as it is
more practical and reliable to collect data in the time domain.

B. Trajectory Planning

The longitudinal trajectory between s1 and s2 are computed
by using the method proposed in this paper. This is the core
of the proposed method.

C. Database Management

As the trajectory planning process involves preceding vehi-
cle’s past driving information, a database is required.

After trajectory being planned, the data collected before �0
will be removed from the database. This guarantees that the
memory required is reduced to the minimum. As outdated data
is periodically cleared, the stored data is quite small compared
with the capability of today’s regular computers. For instance,
if data are collected 10 times a second, with desired headway

being 2 seconds, there will be only around 20 entries in the
database.

D. Actuation

The acceleration command, which is given by the trajectory
planning algorithm (see Algorithm 1), then can be actuated by
the ego vehicle’s actuation system [15], [17], [18].

V. STABILITY ANALYSIS

Local stability and string stability, two primary concerns
when designing CACC systems, are discussed in this section.
Both the local and string stability of the proposed CACC
system are analyzed. Please be aware that the proof provided in
this section is only valid when the constraints are not activated.
The proposed controller is only proven to be local-stable
and string-stable under regular cruising conditions when no
constraint is activated. Proofs of the proposed controller’s
stability under constraints will be considered in the following
study.

We first prove Lemma 1, which gives the linear relationship
between the state, control, and co-state [35]. Based on the
linear relationship given in Lemma 1, the local stability proof
and string stability proof are given.

Lemma 1: Writing the related matrices as block matrices
(those with subscript upper are of two rows and those with
subscript down are of one row) as

A =
�

Aupper Aud
0 Adown

�
, (26)

B =
�

0
Bdown

�
, (27)

C =
�

Cupper
0

�
, (28)

x =
�

xupper
xdown

�
, (29)

λ =
�
λupper
λdown

�
, (30)

β =
�
βupper 0

0 βdown

�
. (31)

The state, control, and co-state then have the following
relationship.

ẋupper = Aupperxupper + Audxdown + Cupperbphantom; (32)

− λ̇upper = βupperxupper + AT
upperλupper; (33)

βdownxdown + AT
udλupper = 0. (34)

The proof is included in appendix B. �

A. Local Stability

Theorem 1 (Local Stability of the CACC in the Space
Domain): The proposed CACC is local-stable if β1 > 0,
β2 > 0, and β3 > 0.
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Proof: Equation (32) - (34) together lead to

⎡⎣ẋupper
ẋdown

λ̇upper

⎤⎦ =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎣
Aupper Aud 0

AT
udβupper

βdown
0

AT
udAT

upper

βdown
−βupper 0 −AT

upper

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎦
⎡⎣xupper

xdown
λupper

⎤⎦

+
⎡⎣Cupperbphantom

0
0

⎤⎦ . (35)

On the other hand, Pontryagin’s minimum principle
(PMP) [35] gives that the terminal co-states equal to zero:

λ(T ) = ∂M(x(s2), s2)

∂x(s2)
= 0, (36)

which gives that

lim
t→T

λupper(t) → 0. (37)

When primitive functions of equation (35) tend to be zero,
the derivatives also tends to be zero [36], which means

lim
t→T

Pλupper(t) → 0. (38)

Then equation (33) and (34) indicate that the state will
converge to zero, as

lim
t→T

xupper(t) = lim
t→T

−β−1
upper[λ̇upper + AT

upperλupper] → 0,

(39)

lim
t→T

xdown(t) = lim
t→T

−β−1
downAT

udλupper → 0. (40)

Notice that β1 > 0, β2 > 0, and β3 > 0, so β−1
upper and β−1

down
in the above two equations must exist. The two equations
above together lead to that lim

t→T
x(t) → 0. This guarantees

the local stability of the proposed CACC. �
Detailed proof with consideration of constraints can be

found in [37].

B. String Stability

A review on string stability analysis is given in [1]. In this
review, three major approaches for string stability analysis
are given, which are Lyapunov stability approach [38], [39],
the spatially invariant systems approach [40] and the
performance-oriented approach [18]. In this section, the third
approach is adopted. To prove the string stability of the pro-
posed CACC, the following transfer function based criterion
has been used.

	�(z) 	H∞ = max
bphantom �=0

	bi (z)	L2��bphantom(z)
��

L2

≤ 1, z = jw, (41)

where z is the variable representing the frequency domain; w is
the angular speed of the oscillation; �(z) is transfer function;
bi−1(z) and bi (z) are moderation of the phantom vehicle and
the ego vehicle; 	·	L2

denotes the signal 2−norm.
Theorem 2 (String Stability of the CACC in the Space

Domain): The proposed CACC is string-stable if β1 > 0,
β2 > 0, and β3 > 0.

Fig. 4. Block diagram.

Proof: Taking Laplace transform for equation (32) - (34)
in lemma 1, it leads to

zIxupper(z)

= Aupperxupper(z) + Audxdown(z) + Cupperbphantom(z); (42)

− zIλupper(z) = βupperxupper(z) + AT
upperλupper(z); (43)

βdownxdown(z) + AT
udλupper(z) = 0. (44)

This gives that

xupper(z) = (zI−Aupper)
−1(Audxdown(z)+Cupperbphantom(z));

(45)

λupper(z) = −(zI + AT
upper)

−1βupperxupper(z); (46)

xdown(z) = −β−1
downAT

udλupper(z). (47)

The three equations above together give the block diagram
as figure 4. It needs to be noticed that the last element of state
is exactly the moderation of ego-vehicle, which is xdown=bi .

The diagram above gives to the transfer function

	�(z)	H∞ = (I − kAud)
−1kCupper, (48)

with

k = AT
ud(zI + AT

upper)
−1βupper(zI − Aupper)

−1β−1
down. (49)

It could be derived that

	�(z) 	H∞ = β1 + β1w
2

β1 + β2w2 + β3w4 ≤ 1, z = jw. (50)

where β1, β2, and β3 are the diagonal entries of β; j is the
notation of imaginary number. The above equation, which is
based on the fact that β1 > 0, β2 > 0, β3 > 0, and w ≥ 0,
guarantees the string stability of the proposed CACC. �

With any given cost coefficients (β1, β2, and β3), the pro-
posed system will be string stable. With β3 → 0, the ego
vehicle will totally copy the control and state of the phantom
vehicle. With higher β3, the transfer function value will be
smaller. This indicates that for enhancing the system’s string
stability, β3 can be chosen higher. However, when β3 tends to
be infinite, the transfer function value would approach zero.
In this case, the ego vehicle totally ignores the time gap
error and relative slowness – totally insensitive with respect
to system error in other words. So, β3 can be regarded as a
coefficient to trade off between system’s string stability and
sensitivity. The tuning of the cost coefficient parameters would
be included in the future study.
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TABLE III

BENEFIT OF THE SPACE DOMAIN-BASED CACC

VI. VERIFICATION

The proposed CACC system is evaluated against a H∞
synthesis-based controller [18], [31] and a prevailing linear
feedback controller [17]. The goal is to evaluate the proposed
controller in the following aspects: stability, performance
on fuel consumption and emission, and robustness against
communication failure.

A. Experiment Design

Two scenarios are designed to respectively verify the local
stability and string stability. Local stability scenario initiates
with a non-stable state, with preceding vehicle runs with
constant speed in the simulation horizon. In string stability
scenario, preceding vehicle’s longitudinal motion oscillates
periodically. A homogeneous fleet is assumed, similar to [17],
[18], [31]. For each scenario, the following three controllers
are tested:

Proposed CACC: In this case, the proposed CACC controls
the car-following behavior of the ego vehicle.
H∞ synthesis-based CACC: In this case, both the feedback

and feedforward controllers are designed by adopting the H∞
synthesis approach introduced in [18], [31].

Baseline CACC: In the baseline scenarios, feedback-based
CACC [17] is adopted.

To consider stochasticity, for each scenario, ten simulation
runs with different random seeds are carried out. More random
seeds are run if sample size check does not pass after ten runs.
Result values from different runs are averaged to acquire the
final results.

B. Sensitivity Analysis

Sensitivity analysis is conducted in terms of communication
failure. Packet loss and communication delay are considered.
Tested levels of packet loss rate and communication delay are:
(0%, 0 ms), (5%, 100 ms), and (20%, 500 ms).

C. Measurement of Effectiveness

The adopted Measurements of effectiveness (MOE) are
fuel consumption, CO2 emission, stabilization time (ST), and
Oscillation Absorbing Rate (OAS). Fuel consumption and
emission are computed using VT-micro model [41], [42]. Sta-
bilizing time is measured as the time elapsed until acceleration
falls short of a threshold (which is 0.15 m/s2 in this paper) in
local stability scenario. Oscillation absorbing rate is defined as

O AS = amax
f − amax

amax
f

, (51)

where O AS is oscillation absorbing rate, amax
f and amax are

respectively the maximal acceleration/deceleration of preced-
ing vehicle and ego vehicle in the string stability scenario.

D. Control Settings

Parameters for the proposed CACC, H∞ synthesis-based
CACC, and baseline CACC are carefully tuned for a fair
comparison. Vehicle length, standstill distance, and desired
time gap are the same to guarantee the same mobility. Commu-
nication frequency and control frequency are also the same to
guarantee the same workload for the communication system
and control system. Furthermore, the cost preference of the
proposed CACC is tuned to produce basically the same fuel
consumption and emission as the H∞ synthesis-based CACC
and the baseline CACC when communication quality is good,
as shown in table III.

The following setting are made for the proposed controller.
• simulation setting: simulation horizon for local stability

scenario: 20 s; simulation horizon for string stability
scenario: 280 s; communication frequency: 10 Hz; control
frequency: 20 Hz.

• vehicle setting: vehicle length L = 5 m; time constant
τ = 1.0 s.

• control parameters: standstill distance sstandstill = 2 m;
desired time gap g∗ = 1.5 s; cost preference β =
diag(1, 302, 304); acceleration range: [-5,3] m/s2.

• preceding vehicle’s motion: preceding vehicle runs with
stable speed in the local stability scenario and periodically
accelerates and decelerates in the string stability scenario
with angular speed 0.21π , 0.22π , 0.23π . The amplitude
of the three elements are 1.0 m/s2, -1.0 m/s2, 0.5 m/s2;

• initial state: in local stability scenario, initial headway:
45 m; initial speed of preceding vehicle: 20 m/s; initial
speed of ego vehicle: 18 m/s; in string stability scenario,
initial state is stable state.

The control parameters for the baseline CACC is: kp = 0.2,
kd1 = 0.7, kd2 = 0, as same as the ones in [17]. The control
parameters for the H∞ synthesis-based controller is directly
derived by the H∞ optimization method.

E. Simulation Result

The proposed CACC system generally outperforms the H∞
synthesis-based CACC and the baseline CACC respectively
with benefits of up to 21.60% and 25.90%. The benefits of the
proposed CACC is shown in table III. All benefits in table III
are averaged results over multiple random seeds runs, with
positive numbers showing improvement and negative ones
showing deterioration.
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Fig. 5. Acceleration Profile. Note that all the three subfigures share the same
legend.

Compare with the H∞ synthesis-based CACC and the
baseline CACC, the proposed CACC helps to reduce fuel
consumption and emission. The benefit of fuel consumption
reduction ranges from 0.35% to 16.11%, while the benefit of
CO2 emission ranges from 0.48% to 12.40%. Furthermore,
the proposed CACC stabilizes the ego vehicle faster, with ST
benefit ranging from 11.03% to 25.90%. The benefit of OAR is
from -5.32% to 23.82%, which demonstrates a positive effect
on reducing downstream oscillation. It should be noted that
the tested level of (0%, 0ms) is employed to tune controller
parameters. In order to facilitate a fair apple-to-apple compar-
ison, it was the goal to make sure the three tested controllers
perform similarly at least one level. However, it is not possible
to have all measurements having a benefit of zero. With the
other benefits being close to zero, OAR equals to -5.32% and
-3.72% is the closest one could get. Therefore, the negative
percentages in the first row of TABLE III is a result of the
experiment setting. It does not indicate an adverse effect.

The trajectory of the fleet under the control of the three
controllers tested are shown in figure 5 and 6. To save space,

Fig. 6. Simulation result. desired time gap g∗ = 1.5 s; cost preference
β = diag(1, 302, 304); initial headway: 45 m; initial speed of preceding
vehicle: 20 m/s; initial speed of ego vehicle: 18 m/s. Note that all the three
subfigures share the same legend.

the local stability and string stability scenarios are shown in
the same figure. The figures demonstrate that the proposed
controller is much more robust against communication failure.
Package loss and communication delay both have minimal
influence on the performance of the proposed CACC system.
While feedback-based CACC fails string stability as com-
munication delay increases. Admittedly, poor communication
quality does influence the smoothness of the proposed control
as well. As shown in figure 5a and 6a, three are some
“sawtooth” in follower’s acceleration and moderation, which
will hamper the driving comfort. But if compared to the
baseline, it is still a pretty good performance.

Computation speed of the proposed solution is quite fast.
The average computation time on a regular laptop (operat-
ing system: Windows 10, workbench: Matlab R2017b, CPU:
Intel i7-6700HQ) is 1.26 ms. The computation speed indi-
cates the proposed controller’s potential to be applied in
real-time.
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VII. DISCUSSION

In this section, the advantages and disadvantages of the
proposed CACC system are discussed in detail.

One of the main benefits of the space domain-based CACC
is strong robustness against packet loss and communication
delay, which are two of the main factors influencing the CACC
system’s performance. This is originated from the fact that the
proposed system mainly utilizes past data, instead of current
data. Lost packages have no significant effect as the missing
information could be filled by the neighboring packages. This
is based on the fact that the vehicle’s motion changes relatively
slowly, and the missing information about the lost package is
similar to that of the data nearby. Communication delay, on the
other hand, which influences only on the receiving of the last
few packages, could be regarded as a special case of packet
loss, thus has a minimal influence as well.

Another advantage is that, unlike the conventional
feedback-based CACC systems where a minimum headway
is required for string stability insurance [15], [17], string
stability of the proposed CACC control is guaranteed with
any positive headway which is greater than the communication
delay. This means smaller headway is technically feasible
with the proposed controller. Since smaller headway equals
to higher traffic throughput, the proposed controller is also
beneficial to traffic mobility.

The proposed controller performs well to keep constant
time gap for uninterrupted traffic flow. However, it will run
into errors in the situation of stop-and-go traffic. When speed
approaches zero, slowness, which is the reciprocal of speed,
would tend to be infinite. This makes it hard to find an efficient
numerical solution.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this research, a new Cooperative Adaptive Cruise Con-
trol (CACC) controller in the space domain is proposed, with
all the variables as functions of longitudinal position, instead
of time. This CACC is based on optimal control. The proposed
controller is able to enforce a target time headway between
platoon members. By formulating the CACC in the space
domain, instead of time domain, its robustness against commu-
nication failure is greatly improved and thus minimum safety
headway buffer is reduced which leads to better mobility.
In addition, third-order vehicle dynamics are modeled into the
proposed control in order to improve control precision when
implemented in the field. Local stability and string stability are
theoretically proven. The proposed controller is evaluated in a
MATLAB simulation against two state-of-the-art controllers.
Results reveal that the proposed CACC system outperforms
the state-of-the-art controllers. Computation speed of the
proposed method is 1.26 ms on a regular laptop (operating
system: Windows 10, workbench: Matlab R2017b, CPU: Intel
i7-6700HQ). The computation speed indicates the proposed
controller’s potential to be applied in real-time. The features
of the proposed controller are highlighted as follows:

• Formulated in the space domain ad enforcing a constant
time gap between platoon members;

• Ensuring string stability with any time gap greater than
the communication delay;

• Robust against packet loss and communication delay;
• Improved control precision by taking engine dynamics

into account;
• Improving local stability from 11.03% to 25.90%, and

string stability by up to 23.82%;
• Reducing fuel consumption from 0.35% to 16.11% and

reducing CO2 emission from 0.48% to 12.40%.
Due to the nature that slope/curve information is more

closely related to position, instead of time, the space
domain-based methods can incorporate these kinds of road
information more easily. For this reason, apart from the con-
stant time gap CACC, the control method in the space domain
could also be applied to other vehicle control problems, such as
eco-driving and vehicle lateral control. The application of the
space domain-based methods to these two kinds of problems
will be included in future work. Furthermore, poor communi-
cation quality does influence the smoothness of control of the
proposed CACC system. Improving the control smoothness
will also be included in future work.

APPENDIX A
RELATIONS OF VARIABLES IN THE TIME DOMAIN

AND THE SPACE DOMAIN

The relationship between v and w is as follows.

w = dt/ds = 1/(ds/dt) = 1/v, (A.1)

v = ds/dt = 1/(dt/ds) = 1/w. (A.2)

Based on the above two equations, it could be derived that

b = dw

ds
= d(1/v)

ds
= − 1

v2

dv

ds
= − 1

v2

dv

dt

dt

ds
= − a

v3 ,

(A.3)

a = dv

dt
= d(1/w)

dt
= − 1

w2

dw

dt
= − 1

w2

dw

ds

ds

dt
= − b

w3 .

(A.4)

It then could be derived that

derk = db

ds
= d(−a/v3)

ds
= (

3a

v4

dv

dt
− 1

v3

da

dt
)

dt

ds

= (
3a

v4 a − 1

v3 jerk)
1

v

= 3a2

v5
− jerk

v4 , (A.5)

jerk = da

dt
= d(−b/w3)

dt
= (

3b

w4

dw

ds
− 1

w3

db

ds
)
ds

dt

= (
3b

w4 b − 1

w3 derk)
1

w

= 3b2

w5
− derk

w4 . (A.6)

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Substituting the block matrices (26) - (31) in dynamic
function (20), it could be derived that�

ẋupper
ẋdown

�
=

�
Aupper Aud

0 Adown

� �
xupper
xdown

�
+

�
0

Bdown

�
r +

�
Cupper

0

�
bphantom, (B.1)
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which gives

ẋupper = Aupperxupper + Audxdown + Cupperbphantom. (B.2)

Pontryagin’s minimum principle (PMP) [35] gives the fol-
lowing relatonship between state, co-state (λ), and control.

−̇λ = βx + AT λ, (B.3)

BT λ = 0. (B.4)

Substituting the block matrices (26) - (31) in Eq. (B.3),
it gives

−
�
λ̇upper

λ̇down

�
=

�
βupper 0

0 βdown

� �
xupper
xdown

�
+

�
Aupper Aud

0 Adown

�T �
λupper
λdown

�
. (B.5)

Then the following two equations are obtained

−λ̇upper = βupperxupper + AT
upperλupper, (B.6)

−λ̇down = βdownxdown + AT
udλupper + AT

downλdown. (B.7)

Substituting the block matrices (26) - (31) in Eq. (B.4),
it gives �

0
Bdown

�T �
λupper
λdown

�
= 0, (B.8)

which indicates

BT
downλdown = 0. (B.9)

Combining Eq. (B.7) and (B.9), it derives that

βdownxdown + AT
udλupper = 0. (B.10)

Equation (B.2), (B.6), (B.10) are exactly the relationships
that need to be proved.
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